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DUALITY BETWEEN EIGENFUNCTIONS AND
EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS OF RUELLE AND KOOPMAN
OPERATORS VIA AN INTEGRAL KERNEL
P. GIULIETTI*, A. O. LOPES**, AND V. PIT***
Abstract. We consider the classical dynamics given by a one sided shift on
the Bernoulli space of d symbols. We study, on the space of Ho¨lder functions,
the eigendistributions of the Ruelle operator with a given potential. Our main
theorem shows that for any isolated eigenvalue, the eigendistributions of such
Ruelle operator are dual to eigenvectors of a Ruelle operator with a conjugate
potential. We also show that the eigenfunctions and eigendistributions of the
Koopman operator satisfy a similar relationship. To show such results we
employ an integral kernel technique, where the kernel used is the involution
kernel.
1. Introduction and main results
Let M = {1, 2, . . . , d} be the classical alphabet with d symbols. We consider
on M the discrete distance d˜ in such way the distance among different points is
equal to 1. The space Ω =MN of all the sequences x = (x1x2 . . .), xj ∈M, j ∈ N is
equipped with the usual shift operator σ : Ω→ Ω such that σ(x1x2 . . .) = (x2x3 . . .)
and with the distance :
dΩ(x, x
′) =
∑
n≥1
1
2n
d˜(xn, x
′
n)
that makes (Ω, dΩ) into a compact metric space. The choice of the exponential ratio
1
2 is arbitrary, any value between zero and one can equally be chosen. If x, x
′ ∈ Ω,
we will note x ∼n x′ when their symbols agree until the coordinate n ≥ 1.
Now take Ω⋆ = MN another copy of the same space where points are written,
for notational convenience, backwards y = (. . . y2y1), and on which the shift σ
⋆ :
Ω⋆ → Ω⋆ acts by σ⋆(. . . y2y1) = (. . . y3y2). We equip this space with the metric dΩ⋆
that makes it into a compact metric space, as well as with the relations ∼n.
MZ will be identified with the product X = Ω⋆ × Ω where points are written
(y|x), y ∈ Ω⋆ and x ∈ Ω. X is equipped with its own two-sided shift σˆ : X → X
defined by :
σˆ(. . . y2y1|x1x2 . . .) = (. . . y2y1x1|x2x3 . . .)
and with the distance :
dX(u, u
′) =
∑
n∈Z\0
1
2|n|
d˜(un, vn) = dΩ⋆(y, y
′) + dΩ(x, x
′)
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where u = (y|x), u′ = (y′|x′) and :
un =
{
xn if n > 0
y−n if n < 0
We denote by τy(x) = τy1(x) = (y1x) the inverse branch of σ parameterized by
y ∈ Ω⋆, so that σˆ−1(y|x) = (σ⋆(y)|τy(x)).
A map f : Ω→ C is θ-Ho¨lder whenever there exists a C ≥ 0 such that :
∀x, x′ ∈ Ω, ∀n ≥ 0, x ∼n x′ ⇒ |f(x)− f(x′)| ≤ Cθn
When f is θ-Ho¨lder, we can define its seminorm ‖f‖θ by :
‖f‖θ = sup
n≥1
sup
x∼nx′
|f(x) − f(x′)|
θn
By compactness of Ω, all θ-Ho¨lder maps are bounded. We denote by ‖ · ‖∞ the
usual supremum norm, so that ‖ · ‖∞ + ‖ · ‖θ is a norm for the space of θ-Ho¨lder
maps. An easy computation shows that if f and g are two θ-Ho¨lder maps, then so
do fg and exp f , and we have :
‖fg‖θ ≤ ‖f‖∞‖g‖θ + ‖f‖θ‖g‖∞
‖ exp f‖θ ≤ ‖f‖θ exp ‖f‖∞
Note that if θ ≤ 12 this definition is equivalent to the usual definition of Ho¨lder
(or even Lipschitz) functions in the metric space (Ω, dΩ), but has the advantage
that the exponent does not depend on the choice of the metric. This is also the
definition adopted in [17].
Likewise, a map g : X → C will be said to be θ-Ho¨lder whenever there exists a
C ≥ 0 such that :
∀u = (y|x), u′ = (y′|x′) ∈ X, ∀n ≥ 0, x ∼n x′ and y ∼n y′ ⇒ |g(u)− g(u′)| ≤ Cθn
and the smallest constant C that satisfies this relation will be noted ‖g‖θ. It is
trivial to check that a function is θ-Ho¨lder if and only if its partial maps g(·|x′) and
g(y′|·) are θ-Ho¨lder uniformly in x′ ∈ Ω and y′ ∈ Ω⋆.
We will denote by Hθ(Ω), Hθ(Ω
⋆) and Hθ(X) the spaces of Ho¨lder functions on
respectively Ω, Ω⋆ and X , equipped with their respective ‖ · ‖∞+ ‖ · ‖θ norms. We
will also note C(Ω) the space of continuous maps on Ω, equipped with the supremum
norm.
Consider a function A ∈ Hθ(Ω), that we will usually call a potential. By adding
a coboundary over (X, σˆ) to A, it is possible to define a dual potential of A that
only depends on the past coordinates. More precisely, we will prove in proposition
1 that there exist maps W : X → C, W ∈ Hθ(X) and A⋆ : Ω⋆ → C, A⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)
such that for any (y|x) ∈ X :
A⋆(y) = A(σˆ−1(y|x)) +W (σˆ−1(y|x)) −W (y|x) (1)
where A⋆ does not depend on x. Such a map A⋆ is called a dual potential of A, and
any map W : X → C that satisfies the relation (1) is called an involution kernel
between A and A⋆.
For example, if the potential A depends on a finite number of coordinates (that
is, if there exists k > 1 such that A(x1 . . . xk, xk+1 . . .) = A(x1 . . . xk)), then it easy
to see that A is θ-Ho¨lder for any θ < 1, hence admits an involution kernel W with
the same regularity. Moreover, when A depends on the first two coordinates (i.e.
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k = 2), then section 5 from [4] tells us that A⋆ is the transpose of the matrix whose
entries are A(x1, x2). If Ω is seen as the coding of a smooth uniformly expanding
dynamical system (like T (x) = 2xmod 1 on the circle), then the pull-back to Ω of
any smooth potential will also be Ho¨lder.
Let ν be any Borel probability measure on M , given by ν =
∑d
j=1 ajδj with∑d
j=1 aj = 1. In order to simplify the notations, the integration of a function
f :M → C with respect to this probability ν will be written ∫ f(a)da.
We can define the Ruelle operator LA : Hθ(Ω) → Hθ(Ω) associated with the
potential A and the measure ν by :
LAϕ(x) =
∫
M
eA(ax)ϕ(ax)da
It is more common to define the Ruelle operator via the counting a priori “measure”
ν =
∑d
j=1 δj and not using the probability da = ν =
∑d
j=1 ajδj .
For simplicity we write A(ax) in the sense of A(ax) = A(τa(x)), that is (ax) is
the element obtained by adding one extra symbol a to x. Along the paper we will
not comment any further on the matter, since the context will allow the reader to
understand what we are doing. An exposition of the general theory of this operator,
as well as and more references, can be found in [2, 15].
If A⋆ is a dual potential of A, we can also define the Ruelle operator LA⋆ :
Hθ(Ω
⋆)→ Hθ(Ω⋆) associated to A⋆ by :
LA⋆ϕ(y) =
∫
M
eA
⋆(ya)ϕ(ya)da
Note that the definition of these operators depends on the choice of the a priori
measure ν on M . The classical Ruelle operator
∑d
t=1 e
A(tx)f(tx) which appears
in the literature corresponds to our setting equipped with the a priori measure
ν =
∑d
j=1 δj (see [17] and [21]). This implies that the results presented in this
article can be easily adapted to the usual case. A more thorough discussion about
this point can be found in [15].
Recall that given A ∈ Hθ(Ω) we denote its Birkhoff sums by :
An(x) =
n−1∑
k=0
A(σk(x)) (2)
Since A is bounded (hence eℜA as well), the Ruelle operator LA has a finite spectral
radius when acting on Hθ(Ω). According to theorem 1.5 from [7], the number ρ
defined as the limit :
ρ = lim
n→∞
sup
x′∈Ω
(∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxne
ℜAn(x1...xnx
′)
) 1
n
(3)
is an upper bound of this spectral radius. Likewise, the spectral radius of LA⋆
admits an upper bound ρ⋆ defined similarly.
We shall be interested in the “eigenelements” of these Ruelle operators. A map
ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) is an eigenfunction of LA associated to the eigenvalue λ when :
∀x ∈ Ω,LAψ(x) = λψ(x)
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Likewise, a continuous linear functional D : Hθ(Ω⋆)→ C is an eigendistribution of
LA⋆ associated with the eigenvalue λ when :
∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), 〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉 =
〈
D, y 7→
∫
M
eA
⋆(ya)ϕ(ya)da
〉
= λ〈D, ϕ〉
We point out that we do not require λ to be the main eigenvalue, hence the ψ we
consider might not be the main eigenfunction and D is not necessarily a measure.1
Our main purpose in this article is to relate explicitly the eigendistributions D
of the Ruelle operator associated with A⋆ and the eigenfunctions ψ of the Ruelle
operator associated with A. More precisely, we will show that :
Theorem 1. Let A ∈ Hθ(Ω), A⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆) a dual potential of A, and W ∈ Hθ(X)
an involution kernel between them. Denote by ρ the upper bound of the spectral
radius of LA given by (3). Then if |λ| > ρθ the map :
ΦW : D ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′ 7→
(
x ∈ Ω 7→
〈
D, eW (·|x)
〉)
∈ C(Ω)
is a continuous linear operator that induces an isomorphism from the space of
eigendistributions of LA⋆ for the eigenvalue λ onto the space of eigenfunctions of
LA for the same eigenvalue λ.
Moreover, there is an explicit expression of its inverse as the limit of a sequence
of measures. Indeed, if ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) is a λ-eigenfunction of LA, then :
∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), 〈D, ϕ〉 = lim
n→∞
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxnψ(xn . . . x1x
′)
eA
n(xn...x1x
′)
λn
e−W (0
∞xn...x1|x
′)ϕ(0∞xn . . . x1)
for any choice of x′ ∈ Ω and 0∞ = (. . . 0) ∈ Ω⋆, is an element of Hθ(Ω⋆)′, does not
depend on x′, is a λ-eigendistribution of LA⋆ , and satisfies ΦW (D) = ψ.
Since we do not require λ to be the leading eigenvalue, this theorem generalizes
the results of [5] which consider the analogous result just for the main eigenfunction
of the Ruelle operator associated with A, in which case the eigendistribution D is
a probability measure µ. In contrast, our approach can be applied to questions for
which it is natural to analyze other eigenelements that are not associated with the
leading eigenvalue (see for instance [11]).
However, according to theorem 10.2 from [17] or theorem 1.5 from [7], the con-
dition |λ| > ρθ implies that, if λ is an eigenvalue of LA, then it must lie in its
isolated spectrum. We point out that this condition is not empty. Indeed, one can
find in [13] an example of an analytic map T of the unit circle, homeomorphic to
2xmod 1, whose derivative is everywhere greater than 32 , and whose transfer op-
erator L− log |T ′| acting on the space of C1 maps admits an eigenvalue λ such that
3
4 < |λ| < 1. When pulled-back to the fulled shift with two symbols, − log |T ′|
lifts to a 23 -Ho¨lder potential and λ is an isolated non-maximal eigenvalue for its
associated Ruelle operator.
Distributions related to eigenfunctions and the involution kernel appeared in
[18], [19], [20] and [14] (plus, in a non rigorous form, in [8] and [9]). Moreover,
distributions have been intensively studied, starting with [3], through anisotropic
1We will use the two notations y 7→
∫
M
eA
⋆(ya)ϕ(ya)da and
∫
M
eA
⋆(·a)ϕ(·a)da indistinctly to
indicate the needed function.
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Banach spaces and there is now a vast literature on them. On such spaces of
generalized functions, the transfer operator is quasi-compact and its properties can
be used in attacking a variety of problems (see for example [12], [6]). We hope that
the approach presented here could be extended to such context.
In the last section, we will translate this result in the language of Koopman
operators. If B ∈ Hθ(Ω), the Koopman operator UB : Hθ(Ω) → Hθ(Ω) associated
with the potential B is defined as :
∀x ∈ Ω, UBϕ(x) = eB(x)ϕ ◦ σ(x)
One can similarly define a Koopman operator UB⋆ : Hθ(Ω
⋆) → Hθ(Ω⋆) associated
with a potential B⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆). We will prove the following result :
Theorem 2. Let B ∈ Hθ(Ω) and C⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), which is not necessarily cohomol-
ogous to B. Let A ∈ Hθ(Ω), and A⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆),W ∈ Hθ(X) the associated dual
potential and involution kernel. Denote by ρ the upper bound of the spectral radius
of LA given by (3). Then there exist f ∈ Hθ(Ω), α > 0 depending on A and B,
g ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), β > 0 depending on A⋆ and C⋆, such that f, g > 0 and for every λ
satisfying |λ| > ρθ the map :
ΨA,B,C⋆ : ν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′ 7→ fΦW
(
1
g
ν
)
∈ Hθ(Ω)
is a continuous linear operator that induces an isomorphism from the space of
eigendistributions of UC⋆ for the eigenvalue
β
λ
onto the space of eigenfunctions
of UB for the eigenvalue
α
λ
.
Moreover, there is an explicit expression of its inverse as the limit of a sequence
of measures. Indeed, if ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) is a αλ -eigenfunction of UB, then :
∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), 〈D, ϕ〉 = lim
n→∞
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxn
(
ψ
f
)
(xn . . . x1x
′)
eA
n(xn...x1x
′)
λn
e−W (0
∞xn...x1|x
′)(gϕ)(0∞xn . . . x1)
for any choice of x′ ∈ Ω and 0∞ = (. . . 0) ∈ Ω⋆, is an element of Hθ(Ω⋆)′, does not
depend on x′, is a β
λ
-eigendistribution of UC⋆ , and satisfies ΨA,B,C⋆(D) = ψ.
We recall that the product fν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′ of a map f ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆) and a distribution
ν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′ is the distribution defined by :
∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), 〈fν, ϕ〉 = 〈ν, fϕ〉
Note that B and C⋆ can be a priori chosen independently, but that the corre-
sponding points of the spectra of UB and UC⋆ for which the theorem is meaningful
are constrained by the values of α and β, and by the condition |λ| > ρθ.
This result is related in some sense to the non rigorous reasoning of [8] and [9].
One of the motivations for the material of the last section comes from [1], where
relations between the spectral radius of the Ruelle operator associated with some
potential and the spectral radius of a weighted shift operator (the analogue of our
Koopman operator) associated with another potential are established. This can be
related to our proposition 2.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank the referee for pointing out
a few missprints in the original manuscript.
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2. The involution kernel W and the map ΦW
Let A ∈ Hθ(X) with θ < 1. We shall first prove the existence of a θ-Ho¨lder dual
potential A⋆ of A and of a θ-Ho¨lder involution kernel W between them, as claimed
in the introduction.
Proposition 1. If A ∈ Hθ(Ω) then there exist A⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆) and W ∈ Hθ(X) such
that for every (y|x) ∈ X :
A⋆(y) = A(τy(x)) +W (σˆ
−1(y|x)) −W (y|x)
does not depend on x. Moreover, one can choose W and A⋆ in such a way that :
‖W‖θ ≤ ‖A‖θ 3θ
1− θ and ‖A
⋆‖θ ≤ ‖A‖θ 2
1− θ
Proof. We will use the Sina¨ı method described in [5]. Fix z ∈ Ω. For any y ∈ Ω⋆,
x ∈ Ω and n ≥ 1, let :
Wn(y|x) =
n∑
k=1
A(yk . . . y1x)−A(yk . . . y1z)
Since A is θ-Ho¨lder, we have :
n∑
k=1
‖A(yk . . . y1x)−A(yk . . . y1z)‖∞ ≤ ‖A‖θ
n∑
k=1
θk = ‖A‖θθ1− θ
n
1− θ
hence this series converges uniformly to :
W (y|x) =
∑
k≥1
A(yk . . . y1x)−A(yk . . . y1z)
We will now show that W ∈ Hθ(X). First, if x, x′ ∈ Ω are such that x ∼n x′,
then for every y ∈ Ω⋆ and p ≥ 1 we have :
|Wp(y|x)−Wp(y|x′)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
p∑
k=1
A(yk . . . y1x)−A(yk . . . y1x′)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖A‖θ
p∑
k=1
θk+n = ‖A‖θθn+1 1− θ
p
1− θ
which gives after taking p→∞ :
|W (y|x)−W (y|x′)| ≤ ‖A‖θ θ
1− θ θ
n
Now, if y, y′ ∈ Ω⋆ are such that y ∼n y′, then for every x ∈ Ω and p ≥ n we have :
|Wp(y|x)−Wp(y′|x)|
=
∣∣∣∣∣
p∑
k=1
(A(yk . . . y1x)−A(y′k . . . y′1x))− (A(yk . . . y1z)−A(y′k . . . y′1z))
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
p∑
k=n+1
|A(yk . . . y1x)−A(yk . . . y1z)|+ |A(y′k . . . y′1x) −A(y′k . . . y′1z)|
≤ 2‖A‖θ
p∑
k=n+1
θk = 2‖A‖θθn+1 1− θ
p−n
1− θ
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which gives after taking p→∞ :
|W (y|x)−W (y′|x)| ≤ 2‖A‖θ θ
1− θ θ
n
Hence we get from these two estimates that W is θ-Ho¨lder with :
‖W‖θ ≤ ‖A‖θ 3θ
1− θ
Observe that W satisfies :
W (σ−1(y|x))−W (y|x) +A(τy(x))
= A(y1x) +
∑
k≥1
A(yk+1 . . . y2y1x) −A(yk+1 . . . y2z)
−
∑
k≥1
A(yk . . . y1x)−A(yk . . . y1z)
=
∑
k≥1
A(yk . . . y1z)−A(yk+1 . . . y2z)
hence we have :
W (σ−1(y|x))−W (y|x)+A(τy(x)) = A(y1z)+
∑
k≥2
A(yk . . . y2y1z)−A(yk . . . y2z) (4)
which only depends on y. This lets us define A⋆ : Ω⋆ → C by :
∀y ∈ Ω⋆, A⋆(y) =W (σ−1(y|x))−W (y|x) +A(τy(x))
for any choice of x ∈ Ω. This map satisfies (1) by construction.
The only point remaining is to check that A⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆). To this end, we will
estimate the variations of A⋆ using (4). Let x ∈ Ω and y, y′ ∈ Ω⋆ such that y ∼n y′
with n ≥ 0. If n = 0, then this means that :
|A⋆(y)−A⋆(y′)| ≤ |A(y1z)−A(y′1z)|
+
∑
k≥2
|A(yk . . . y2y1z)−A(yk . . . y2z)|+ |A(y′k . . . y′2y′1z)−A(y′k . . . y′2z)|
≤ ‖A‖θθ0 + 2‖A‖θ
∑
k≥2
θk−1 = ‖A‖θ
(
1 +
2θ
1− θ
)
θ0 = ‖A‖θ 1 + θ
1− θ θ
0
On the other hand, if n ≥ 1, we have τy(z) = τy′(z) and then :
|A⋆(y)−A⋆(y′)|
≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k≥2
(A(yk . . . y2y1z)−A(y′k . . . y′2y′1z))− (A(yk . . . y2z)−A(y′k . . . y′2z))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
k≥n+1
|A(yk . . . y2y1z)−A(yk . . . y2z)|+ |A(y′k . . . y′2y′1z)−A(y′k . . . y′2z)|
≤ 2‖A‖θ
∑
k≥n+1
θk−1 = ‖A‖θ 2
1− θ θ
n
Hence A⋆ is θ-Ho¨lder, and since θ < 1 we have the estimate :
‖A⋆‖θ ≤ ‖A‖θ 2
1− θ 
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Note that this result is stronger than the very similar proposition 1.2 from [17],
since they showed that A⋆ and W are
√
θ-Ho¨lder in their setting while we get that
they are θ-Ho¨lder. This is due to the fact that our initial potential A only depends
on the future Ω and not on X in its entirety.
From now on, we shall assume that W and A⋆ are given by proposition 1 from
A.
Since the partial functions y ∈ Ω⋆ 7→ eW (y|x) are all θ-Ho¨lder for every x ∈ Ω,
it is clear that ΦW is well-defined on Hθ(Ω)
′. We shall now prove that its image is
made of continuous functions. To this end, we will need a regularity result about
the θ-norm of these partial functions.
Lemma 1. Let k ∈ Hθ(X). Then the map f : x ∈ Ω 7→ ‖k(·|x)‖θ is well-defined
and continuous.
Proof. Applying the definition of θ-Ho¨lder maps, it is clear that f is well-defined,
and even bounded by ‖k‖θ. Suppose that f is not continuous at some x′ ∈ Ω, i.e.
that there exists an ε > 0 such that for every α > 0 there is a x ∈ Ω such that
dΩ(x, x
′) < α and :
|f(x)− f(x′)| > ε
By taking α = 12n , we get the existence of a sequence xn ∈ Ω such that xn ∼n x
for every n and :
∀n ≥ 0, |f(xn)− f(x′)| > ε
Note that xn → x when x→ ∞. We can assume that there is an infinite subset I
of integers such that :
∀n ∈ I, f(x′) > ε+ f(xn)
(the other case can be proven in a similar fashion). Now since :
f(x′) = sup
p
sup
y1∼py2
|k(y1|x′)− k(y2|x′)|
θp
there exists q such that :
sup
y1∼qy2
|k(y1|x′)− k(y2|x′)|
θq
> f(x′)− ε
2
But the map (y1, y2) 7→ k(y1|x′)− k(y2|x′) is continuous over :
∆q = {(y1, y2) ∈ Ω⋆ × Ω⋆ | y1 ∼q y2}
which, as a closed subset of the compact Ω⋆ × Ω⋆, is compact ; so one can find
z1 ∼q z2 such that :
|k(z1|x′)− k(z2|x′)|
θq
> f(x′)− ε
2
On the other hand, we always have :
f(xn) = sup
p
sup
y1∼py2
|k(y1|xn)− k(y2|xn)|
θp
≥ |k(z1|xn)− k(z2|xn)|
θq
so this gives :
∀n ∈ I, |k(z1|x
′)− k(z2|x′)|
θq
>
ε
2
+
|k(z1|xn)− k(z2|xn)|
θq
This yields a contradiction when n goes to infinity along I. 
Lemma 2. For every ν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′,ΦW (ν) ∈ C(Ω).
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Proof. Let ψ = ΦW (ν) : Ω→ C. Fix ε > 0 and x0 ∈ Ω. For every x ∈ Ω, we have :
|ψ(x) − ψ(x0)| =
∣∣∣〈ν, eW (·|x) − eW (·|x0)〉∣∣∣
≤ |||ν|||
(∥∥∥eW (·|x) − eW (·|x0)∥∥∥
∞
+
∥∥∥eW (·|x) − eW (·|x0)∥∥∥
θ
)
where |||ν||| is the operator norm of the continuous linear functional ν : Hθ(Ω⋆)→ C.
Since W is continuous, then so does :
x ∈ Ω 7→
∥∥∥eW (·|x) − eW (·|x0)∥∥∥
∞
hence there exists α1 > 0 such that :
dΩ(x, x0) < α1 ⇒
∥∥∥eW (·|x) − eW (·|x0)∥∥∥
∞
< ε
But, according to the previous lemma applied to k(y|x) = eW (y|x) − eW (y|x0), we
know that there exists α2 > 0 such that :
dΩ(x, x0) < α2 ⇒
∥∥∥eW (·|x) − eW (·|x0)∥∥∥
θ
< ε
This shows that ψ is continuous at x0. 
Finally, let us check that ΦW is continuous.
Lemma 3. ΦW : Hθ(Ω
⋆)′ → C(Ω) is continuous for the operator norm |||·||| on
Hθ(Ω
⋆)′ and for the supremum norm ‖ · ‖∞ on C(Ω).
Proof. For any ν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′, we have :
∀x ∈ Ω, |ΦW (ν)(x)| ≤ |||ν|||
(∥∥∥eW (.|x)∥∥∥
∞
+
∥∥∥eW (.|x)∥∥∥
θ
)
≤ (∥∥eW∥∥
∞
+
∥∥eW∥∥
θ
) |||ν|||
using that the supremum norm and the θ-Ho¨lder seminorm of the partial maps
of eW are bounded from above by the same quantities for eW : X → C itself.
This shows exactly that the linear operator ΦW is continuous for the appropriate
norms. 
3. Ruelle operator duality
In this section, we will prove that if |λ| > ρθ then ΦW is bijective from the space
of λ-eigendistributions of LA⋆ to the space of λ-eigenfunctions of LA.
We will first need to relate the upper bound ρ of the spectral radius of LA on
Hθ(Ω) with the upper bound ρ
⋆ of the spectral radius of LA⋆ on Hθ(Ω⋆).
Lemma 4. ρ = ρ⋆.
Proof. For every x′ ∈ Ω, y′ ∈ Ω⋆ and x1, . . . , xn ∈ M , by iterating (1) and using
the telescopic property of the Birkhoff sums An, we obtain :
An(x1 . . . xnx
′) =W (y′x1 . . . xn|x′)−W (y′|x1 . . . xnx′) + (A⋆)n(y′x1 . . . xn) (5)
Taking the absolute value of the exponential of this equality, and integrating over
x1, . . . , xn, we get :∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxne
ℜAn(x1...xnx
′)
=
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxne
ℜ(A⋆)n(y′x1...xn)eℜW (y
′x1...xn|x
′)−ℜW (y′|x1...xnx
′)
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Note thatW ∈ Hθ(X), thus ℜW is uniformly bounded onX and there are A,B ∈ R
such that A ≤ ℜW ≤ B. This gives :
eA−B ≤
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxne
ℜAn(x1...xnx
′)∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxneℜ(A
⋆)n(y′x1...xn)
≤ eB−A
which implies, once we take the power 1
n
of this inequality and let n go to the
infinity, that ρ = ρ⋆. 
Let λ ∈ C such that |λ| > ρθ. In particular, if λ is an eigenvalue of LA, then it
must lie in its isolated spectrum. Fix ε > 0 such that |λ| > (ρ + ε)θ. Thanks to
lemma 4, there exists an integer n0 ≥ 0 such that :
∀n ≥ n0, ∀x′ ∈ Ω,
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxne
ℜAn(x1...xnx
′) ≤ (ρ+ ε)n
∀n ≥ n0, ∀y′ ∈ Ω⋆,
∫
dy1 . . .
∫
dyne
ℜ(A⋆)n(y′y1...yn) ≤ (ρ+ ε)n
We also take an eigenfunction ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) of LA for this eigenvalue λ, which can
be 0 if the eigenspace is empty. The goal of this section is to find a preimage of ψ
by ΦW .
We choose an arbitrary point 0 in M , and let 0∞ = (. . . 0) ∈ Ω⋆. 0∞ is a
fixed point for σ⋆, which will be used in the following as a reference point for
our construction. For every n ≥ 0 and x′ ∈ Ω, we define a linear functional
Dn,x′ : Hθ(Ω⋆)→ C using the involution kernel W :
〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉 =
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxnψ(xn . . . x1x
′)
eA
n(xn...x1x
′)
λn
e−W (0
∞xn...x1|x
′)ϕ(0∞xn . . . x1)
When n = 0, this expression reduces to :
〈D0,x′ , ϕ〉 = ψ(x′)e−W (0
∞|x′)ϕ(0∞)
The linear functionals Dn,x′ are continuous, and even better since they actually
are Radon measures as sums of Dirac deltas. To help the reader the next lemmas
have the objective to let us understand limn→∞Dn,x′ and, how, in the limit, we do
not depend from the choice of x′.
Lemma 5. For every n ≥ n0, x′ ∈ Ω and ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆) :
|〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤ ‖ψ‖∞
∥∥e−W∥∥
∞
(
ρ+ ε
|λ|
)n
‖ϕ‖∞
Proof. A direct majoration yields :
|〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤ ‖ψ‖∞
∥∥e−W∥∥
∞
‖ϕ‖∞ 1|λ|n
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxne
ℜAn(xn...x1x
′)
where the rightmost integral is bounded by (ρ+ ε)n. 
Note that this bound can get arbitrarily large as n goes to infinity since one can
have |λ| < ρ.
The action of the involution kernel with respect to A and A⋆ allows to construct
a recurrence relation between the measures Dn,x′ , which can be expressed in terms
of LA⋆ .
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Lemma 6. For every n ≥ 0, x′ ∈ Ω, ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆) :
〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉 = 1
λ
∫
da
〈
Dn,ax′ , y 7→ eA
⋆(ya)ϕ(ya)
〉
(6)
Proof. Note that for any x′ ∈ Ω we have, due to equation (2) :
An+1(xn+1 . . . x1x
′) = An(xn+1 . . . x1x
′) +A(x1x
′)
Moreover, by equation (1) we have that :
A(x1x
′)−W (0∞xn+1 . . . x1|x′)
= A⋆(0∞xn+1 . . . x1)−W (0∞xn+1 . . . x2|x1x′)
Then by definition of Dn+1,x′ , we get for n ≥ 0 :
〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉 =
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxn+1ψ(xn+1 . . . x1x
′)
eA
n(xn+1...x1x
′)
λn+1
eA(x1x
′)−W (0∞xn+1...x1|x
′)ϕ(0∞xn+1 . . . x1)
=
1
λ
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxn+1ψ(xn+1 . . . x1x
′)
eA
n(xn+1...x1x
′)
λn
eA
⋆(0∞xn+1...x1)−W (0
∞xn+1...x2|x1x
′)ϕ(0∞xn+1 . . . x1)
=
1
λ
∫
dx1
[∫
dx2 . . .
∫
dxn+1ψ(xn+1 . . . x2x1x
′)
eA
n(xn+1...x2x1x
′)
λn
eA
⋆(0∞xn+1...x2x1)−W (0
∞xn+1...x2|x1x
′)ϕ(0∞xn+1 . . . x2x1)
]
=
1
λ
∫
dx1
〈
Dn,x1x′ , y 7→ eA
⋆(yx1)ϕ(yx1)
〉

We stress that this lemma relates Dn+1,x′ to Dn,ax′ , which have different base
points. In order to use this relation later to show that any accumulation point
of (Dn,x′)n≥0 is invariant for LA⋆ , we will need to get rid of the dependence with
respect to the base point. To this end, we show that |〈Dn,z′
1
, ϕ〉−〈Dn,z′
2
, ϕ〉| becomes
exponentially small whenever n goes to infinity.
Lemma 7. For every n ≥ n0, z′1, z′2 ∈ Ω and ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω) :
|〈Dn,z′
1
, ϕ〉 − 〈Dn,z′
2
, ϕ〉| ≤
∥∥∥ψ(·)e−W (0∞|·)∥∥∥
θ
‖ϕ‖∞
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
Proof. Recall that x 7→ ψ(x)e−W (0∞|x) is θ-Ho¨lder as the product of two θ-Ho¨lder
maps. Fix n ≥ n0 and z′1, z′2 ∈ Ω. We use equation (5) to produce a pair of relations
between An and A⋆n for the base points z′i, i = 1, 2, that is :
An(xn . . . x1z
′
i)−W (0∞xn . . . x1|z′i)
= (A⋆)n(0∞xn . . . x1)−W (0∞|xn . . . x1z′i)
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Note that x1 . . . xnz
′
1 ∼n x1 . . . xnz′2 in Ω for every x1, . . . , xn ∈ M since the n-
prefixes are the same. Therefore, by definition of Dn,z and of n0, we get :
|〈Dn,z′
1
,ϕ〉 − 〈Dn,z′
2
, ϕ〉|
≤
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxn
∣∣∣ψ(x1 . . . xnz′1)e−W (0∞|x1...xnz′1)
− ψ(x1 . . . xnz′2)e−W (0
∞|x1...xnz
′
2)
∣∣∣ϕ(0∞x1 . . . xn)eℜ(A⋆)n(0∞x1...xn)|λ|n
≤
∥∥∥ψ(·)e−W (0∞|·)∥∥∥
θ
(
θ
|λ|
)n
‖ϕ‖∞
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxne
ℜ(A⋆)n(0∞x1...xn)
≤
∥∥∥ψ(·)e−W (0∞|·)∥∥∥
θ
(
θ
|λ|
)n
‖ϕ‖∞(ρ+ ε)n
and this independently of our choice of z′1 and z
′
2. 
We also need to control the speed of convergence of the sequence (Dn,x′)n≥0
uniformly in x′ ∈ Ω.
Lemma 8. If ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω) then for every n ≥ n0 and x′ ∈ Ω we have :
|〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉 − 〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)ϕ(·)∥∥∥
θ
‖ψ‖∞ρ+ ε|λ|
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
(7)
Proof. Like in lemma 7, y′ 7→ eW (y′|x′)ϕ(y′) is θ-Ho¨lder as the product of two θ-
Ho¨lder maps. Using that ψ is an λ-eigenfuntion of LA and the definition of the
Birkhoff sum of A, we get :
〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉 =
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxn
[
1
λ
∫
ψ(axn . . . x1x
′)eA(axn...x1x
′)da
]
eA
n(xn...x1x
′)
λn
e−W (0
∞xn...x1|x
′)ϕ(0∞xn . . . x1)
=
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxn+1ψ(xn+1 . . . x1x
′)
eA
n+1(xn+1...x1x
′)
λn+1
e−W (0
∞xn...x1|x
′)ϕ(0∞xn . . . x1)
Hence, using that 0∞xn+1xn . . . x1 ∼n 0∞0xn . . . x1 in Ω⋆ for every x1, . . . , xn ∈M ,
and the definition of Dn+1,x′ we have :
|〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉 − 〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxn+1|ψ(xn+1 . . . x1x′)|e
ℜAn+1(xn+1...x1x
′)
|λ|n+1∣∣∣e−W (0∞xn+1xn...x1|x′)ϕ(0∞xn+1xn . . . x1)
− e−W (0∞0xn...x1|x′)ϕ(0∞0xn . . . x1)
∣∣∣
≤ ‖ψ‖∞ (ρ+ ε)
n+1
|λ|n+1
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)ϕ(·)∥∥∥
θ
θn 
We can now combine lemmas 7 and 8 together to show that the sequence
(Dn,x′)n≥0 converges and that its limit does not depend on the base point x′.
This limit will be our candidate for the preimage of ψ by the map ΦW , in the sense
of theorem 1.
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Lemma 9. Recall that |λ| > (ρ + ε)θ. If ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) is a λ-eigenfunction of LA,
then for every ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆) and for every x′ ∈ Ω the limit limn→∞〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉 exists
and does not depend on x′. This defines a linear functional D : Hθ(Ω⋆) → C in
such way that :
〈D, ϕ〉 = lim
n→∞
〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉
Moreover, for every x′ ∈ Ω and n ≥ n0 we have the estimate :
|〈D, ϕ〉 − 〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤ Kx′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
where Kx′(ϕ) =
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)ϕ(·)∥∥∥
θ
‖ψ‖∞ ρ+ ε|λ| − (ρ+ ε)θ .
Proof. We fix x′ ∈ Ω. Let K ′x′(ϕ) =
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)ϕ(·)∥∥∥
θ
‖ψ‖∞ ρ+ε|λ| . Iterating the in-
equality (7) from lemma 8, we get that for any k ≥ 0 and n ≥ n0, using a telescopic
sum :
|〈Dn+k,x′ , ϕ〉 − 〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤ K ′x′(ϕ)
k−1∑
j=0
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n+j
≤ K ′x′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
1
1− (ρ+ε)θ|λ|
This expression shows that (〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉)n≥0 is a Cauchy sequence, hence converges
when n goes to infinity. We denote by Dx′ the linear functional such that :
〈Dx′ , ϕ〉 = lim
n→∞
〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉
Then, for every n ≥ n0 :
|〈Dx′ , ϕ〉 − 〈Dn,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤ Kx′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
(8)
where Kx′(ϕ) = K
′
x′(ϕ)
|λ|
|λ|−(ρ+ε)θ .
Now, by a 3ε argument, if a, b ∈ Ω, lemma 7 ensures that for every n ≥ n0 and
every map ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω) :
|〈Da, ϕ〉 − 〈Db, ϕ〉|
≤ |〈Da, ϕ〉 − 〈Da,n, ϕ〉|+ |〈Da,n, ϕ〉 − 〈Db,n, ϕ〉|+ 〈Db,n, ϕ〉 − 〈Db, ϕ〉|
≤ Ka(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
+ C′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
+Kb(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
where C′(ϕ) =
∥∥ψ(·)e−W (0∞|·)∥∥
θ
‖ϕ‖∞. But since W (hence eW ) is θ-Ho¨lder, we
have an upper bound for :
Kx′(ϕ) ≤
(∥∥eW∥∥
θ
‖ϕ‖∞ +
∥∥eW∥∥
∞
‖ϕ‖θ
) ‖ψ‖∞ |λ||λ| − (ρ+ ε)θ
which is independent of x′. This implies that this expression goes to zero when n
goes to infinity independently of x′, and :
〈D, ϕ〉 = 〈Dx′ , ϕ〉
is well-defined for every map ϕ. The estimate follows then immediately from (8).

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For D to be a preimage of ψ in the sense of theorem 1, it first needs to be a
continuous linear functional on Hθ(Ω
⋆).
Lemma 10. The linear functional D : Hθ(Ω⋆) → C is continuous with respect to
the norm ‖ · ‖∞ + ‖ · ‖θ.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), and fix some x′ ∈ Ω. According to the estimate from
lemma 9 specialized for n = n0, we have :
|〈D, ϕ〉 − 〈Dn0,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)ϕ(·)∥∥∥
θ
‖ψ‖∞ ρ+ ε|λ| − (ρ+ ε)θ
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n0
≤ L1‖ϕ‖∞ + L2‖ϕ‖θ
where :
L1 =
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)∥∥∥
∞
‖ψ‖∞ ρ+ ε|λ| − (ρ+ ε)θ
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n0
L2 =
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)∥∥∥
θ
‖ψ‖∞ ρ+ ε|λ| − (ρ+ ε)θ
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n0
But since lemma 5 gives for n = n0 that :
|〈Dn0,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤ ‖ψ‖∞
∥∥e−W∥∥
∞
(
ρ+ ε
|λ|
)n0
‖ϕ‖∞
we get that |〈D, ϕ〉| ≤ L′1‖ϕ‖∞ + L2‖ϕ‖θ where :
L′1 = L1 + ‖ψ‖∞
∥∥e−W∥∥
∞
(
ρ+ ε
|λ|
)n0
This completes the proof. 
We now have to check that this candidate is indeed an eigendistribution of LA⋆
for the eigenvalue λ.
Lemma 11. For any ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆) we have :
〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉 = λ〈D, ϕ〉
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), and fix n ≥ n0. First note that lemma 6 ensures that :
λ〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉 =
∫ 〈
Dn,ax′ , eA
⋆(·a)ϕ(·a)
〉
da
hence we get that :
|λ〈D, ϕ〉 − 〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉| ≤ |λ〈D, ϕ〉 − λ〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉|
+
∣∣∣∣λ〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉 −
∫ 〈
Dn,ax′ , eA
⋆(·a)ϕ(·a)
〉
da
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣
∫ 〈
Dn,ax′ , eA
⋆(·a)ϕ(·a)
〉
da− 〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉
∣∣∣∣
≤ |λ〈D, ϕ〉 − λ〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉|+
∣∣∣∣
∫ 〈
Dn,ax′ , eA
⋆(·a)ϕ(·a)
〉
da− 〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉
∣∣∣∣
We will estimate each part of this upper bound successively.
We start by the first term. Since n ≥ n0, the estimate of lemma 9 gives that :
|λ〈D, ϕ〉 − λ〈Dn+1,x′ , ϕ〉| ≤ |λ|Kx′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n+1
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This will be enough for our needs.
Now focus on the second term. We first note that by definition of LA⋆ :∣∣∣∣
∫ 〈
Dn,ax′ , eA
⋆(·a)ϕ(·a)
〉
da− 〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∫
|〈Dn,ax′ , ϕ˜a〉 − 〈D, ϕ˜a〉| da (9)
where ϕ˜a(·) = eA⋆(·a)ϕ(·a). Then, the estimate of lemma 9 specialized for every
ϕ˜a, a ∈M gives :
|〈Dn,ax′ , ϕ˜a〉 − 〈D, ϕ˜a〉| ≤ Kax′(ϕ˜a)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
We now need to find an upper bound for Kax′(ϕ˜a) that does not depend on a.
From the definition of Kax′(ϕ˜a), we have :
Kax′(ϕ˜a) ≤
(∥∥∥eW (·|x′)∥∥∥
θ
‖ϕ˜a‖∞ +
∥∥∥eW (·|x′)∥∥∥
∞
‖ϕ˜a‖θ
) ρ+ ε
|λ| − (ρ+ ε)θ
hence it is enough to find an upper bound of ‖ϕ˜a‖∞ and ‖ϕ˜a‖θ that does not depend
on a. It is clear that ‖ϕ˜a‖∞ ≤ ‖ϕ‖∞. About ‖ϕ˜a‖θ, note that for every a ∈M :
‖ϕ˜a‖θ ≤
∥∥∥eA⋆(·a)∥∥∥
θ
‖ϕ(·a)‖∞ + ‖ϕ(·a)‖θ
∥∥∥eA⋆(·a)∥∥∥
∞
We need estimates for both ‖eA⋆(·a)‖θ and ‖ϕ(·a)‖θ. Take z, z′ ∈ Ω⋆ such that
z ∼p z′. Then za ∼p+1 z′a and we get :
|ϕ(za)− ϕ(z′a)| ≤ ‖ϕ‖θθp+1
which shows that ‖ϕ(.a)‖θ ≤ ‖ϕ‖θθ and likewise ‖eA⋆(.a)‖θ ≤ ‖eA⋆‖θθ. Thus :
‖ϕ˜a‖θ ≤ θ
(∥∥∥eA⋆∥∥∥
θ
‖ϕ‖∞ + ‖ϕ‖θ
∥∥∥eA⋆∥∥∥
∞
)
independently of a. Therefore, there exists a constant K˜x′(ϕ) such that, for every
a ∈M :
|〈Dn,ax′ , ϕ˜a〉 − 〈Dax′ , ϕ˜a〉| ≤ K˜x′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
Then, by integrating this inequality and plugging it into (9), we get :∣∣∣∣
∫ 〈
Dn,ax′ , eA
⋆(·a)ϕ(·a)
〉
da− 〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
K˜x′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
da = K˜x′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)
|λ|
)n
Gathering these two estimates, we finally get that :
|λ〈D, ϕ〉 − 〈D,LA⋆ϕ〉| ≤ |λ|Kx′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n+1
+ K˜x′(ϕ)
(
(ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
which goes to zero when n goes to the infinty. 
Finally, we need to check that D is actually a preimage of ψ by ΦW .
Lemma 12. ΦW (D) = ψ.
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Proof. For a fixed x′ and any n ≥ 0, we have :〈
Dn,x′ , eW (·|x
′)
〉
=
∫
dx1 . . .
∫
dxnψ(xn . . . x1x
′)
eA
n(xn...x1x
′)
λn
e−W (0
∞xn...x1|x
′)eW (0
∞xn...x1|x
′)
=
1
λn
LnAψ(x′) = ψ(x′)
Thus, for any n ≥ n0 and x′ ∈ Ω, the estimate of lemma 9 gives :∣∣∣〈D, eW (·|x′)〉− ψ(x′)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣〈Dx′ , eW (·|x′)〉− 〈Dn,x′ , eW (·|x′)〉∣∣∣
≤ Kx′
(
eW (·|x
′)
)( (ρ+ ε)θ
|λ|
)n
which converges to 0 when n goes to the infinity. 
Note that in [18], [20] and [14], where similar results are obtained for a specific
family of Markov maps of the circle, it was possible to prove directly that the
analogue of the ΦW map is injective thanks to the smooth structure on the circle
which gives additional regularity to the eigendistributions. This is not the case in
our symbolic setting, so we must resort to a dimension argument.
Denote by :
Eλ(A) = {ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) | LAψ = λψ}
Fλ(A
⋆) = {ν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′ | ∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), 〈ν,LA⋆ϕ〉 = λ〈ν, ϕ〉}
the spaces of respectively λ-eigenfunctions of LA and λ-eigendistributions of LA⋆ .
The spaces Eλ(A
⋆) and Fλ(A) are defined in a similar way. Note that Fλ(A
⋆)
(respectively Fλ(A)) formally coincides with the λ-eigenspace of the dual operator
L⋆A⋆ of LA⋆ (respectively L⋆A of LA). When λ is in the isolated spectrum, we shall
prove that these vector spaces Eλ(A) and Fλ(A
⋆) have the same finite dimension.
Lemma 13. If |λ| > ρθ, then dimEλ(A) = dimFλ(A⋆).
Proof. If |λ| > ρθ, then λ lies in the isolated spectrum of LA : Hθ(Ω) → Hθ(Ω),
whose essential spectral radius is bounded from above by ρθ according to [17].
Given that LA is a bounded operator, lemma VIII.8.2 from [10] ensures that the
λ-eigenspace Eλ(A) and the λ-eigenspace of its dual operator L⋆A have same finite
dimension, hence :
dimEλ(A) = dimFλ(A)
Moreover, |λ| > ρθ = ρ⋆θ according to lemma 4, so it is also in the isolated spectrum
of LA⋆ : Hθ(Ω⋆)→ Hθ(Ω⋆) and the same argument gives :
dimEλ(A
⋆) = dimFλ(A
⋆)
Since ΦW is surjective from Fλ(A
⋆) to Eλ(A), we already know that :
dimEλ(A) ≤ dimFλ(A⋆)
But note that the equation (1) that defines the involution kernelW can be rewritten
after composition by σˆ as :
A(x) = A⋆(σˆ(y|x)) +W (σˆ(y|x)) −W (y|x)
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which means that W is also an involution kernel between A and A⋆ for the inverse
shift (X, σˆ−1). The whole construction can then be applied to this new setup
where the roles of (Ω, σ, A) and (Ω⋆, σ⋆, A⋆) are reversed, and we get that the
corresponding ΦW : Hθ(Ω)
′ → C(Ω⋆) is surjective from Fλ(A) to Eλ(A⋆). Hence :
dimEλ(A
⋆) ≤ dimFλ(A)
This implies that all these vector spaces have the same dimension. 
Since lemma 12 shows that the map ΦW is surjective from Fλ(A
⋆) to Eλ(A),
and that lemma 13 tells us that these two vector spaces have the same dimension,
we have completed the proof of theorem 1.
4. Koopman operator duality
In this section, we will give a proof of theorem 2, which establishes a relation
between eigenfunctions of UB and eigendistributions of UC⋆ . Denote by :
E˜λ(B) = {ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) |UBψ = λψ}
F˜λ(C
⋆) = {ν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′ | ∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), 〈ν, UC⋆ϕ〉 = λ〈ν, ϕ〉}
the λ-eigenspaces of respectively UB and UC⋆ .
We shall make extensive use of this fundamental relation between a Ruelle oper-
ator LA : Hθ(Ω)→ Hθ(Ω) and a Koopman operator UB : Hθ(Ω) → Hθ(Ω) for any
choice of A,B ∈ Hθ(Ω) :
∀f, g ∈ Hθ(Ω),LA [fUBg] = gLA
[
eBf
]
(10)
It can be used to derive an isomorphism between the spaces of eigenfunctions of
LA and UB for any potentials A and B.
Proposition 2. For every A,B ∈ Hθ(Ω), there exist a map fA+B ∈ Hθ(Ω) with
fA+B > 0 and a λA+B > 0 such that for every λ ∈ C \ {0} the map :
EA+B : ψ ∈ E˜λA+B
λ
(B) 7→ fA+Bψ ∈ Eλ(A)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since A + B ∈ Hθ(Ω), by Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius’ theorem, we have the
existence of fA+B ∈ Hθ(Ω), fA+B > 0 and λA+B > 0 such that :
LA+BfA+B = λA+BfA+B
We shall prove that these fA+B and λA+B are suitable. First, it is clear that if
ψ ∈ Hθ(Ω) then so does fA+Bψ. Now assume that UBψ = λA+Bλ ψ. Using equation
(10), we have :
ψLA
[
eBfA+B
]
= LA [fA+BUBψ] = λA+B
λ
LA [fA+Bψ]
But by definition of fA+B we also have :
LA
[
eBfA+B
]
= LA+BfA+B = λA+BfA+B
Hence :
λA+BfA+Bψ =
λA+B
λ
LA [fA+Bψ]
which shows that fA+Bψ ∈ Eλ(A). Finally, since fA+B > 0, it is clear that EA+B
is an isomorphism. 
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We also have a similar isomorphism between the spaces of eigendistributions of
LA⋆ and UC⋆ .
Proposition 3. For every A⋆, C⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), there exist a map fA⋆+C⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)
with fA⋆+C⋆ > 0 and a λA⋆+C⋆ > 0 such that for every λ ∈ C \ {0} the map :
FA⋆+C⋆ : ν ∈ Fλ(A⋆) 7→ fA⋆+C⋆ν ∈ F˜λA⋆+C⋆
λ
(C⋆)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since A⋆+C⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), by Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius’ theorem, we have the
existence of fA⋆+C⋆ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), fA⋆+C⋆ > 0 and λA⋆+C⋆ > 0 such that :
LA⋆+C⋆fA⋆+C⋆ = λA⋆+C⋆fA⋆+C⋆
We shall prove that these fA⋆+C⋆ and λA⋆+C⋆ are suitable. First, it is clear that if
ν ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆)′ then so does fA⋆+C⋆ν. Now assume that L⋆A⋆ν = λν. Using equation
(10), we have :
∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), λ〈ν, fA⋆+C⋆UC⋆ϕ〉 = 〈ν,LA⋆ [fA⋆+C⋆UC⋆ϕ]〉
=
〈
ν, ϕLA⋆
[
eC
⋆
fA⋆+C⋆
]〉
But by definition of fA⋆+C⋆ we also have :
LA⋆
[
eC
⋆
fA⋆+C⋆
]
= LA⋆+C⋆fA⋆+C⋆ = λA⋆+C⋆fA⋆+C⋆
Hence :
∀ϕ ∈ Hθ(Ω⋆), λ〈fA⋆+C⋆ν, UC⋆ϕ〉 = λA⋆+C⋆〈fA⋆+C⋆ν, ϕ〉
which shows that fA⋆+C⋆ν ∈ F˜λA⋆+C⋆
λ
(C⋆). Finally, since fA⋆+C⋆ > 0, it is clear
that FA⋆+C⋆ is an isomorphism. 
We can now combine these two propositions with the results from the previous
section to get the proof of theorem 2. Indeed, it is enough to take f = fA+B,
α = λA+B, g = fA⋆+C⋆ , and β = λA⋆+C⋆ as given by propositions 2 and 3 to
obtain that :
ΨA,B,C⋆ = EA+BΦWF−1A⋆+C⋆
In particular, its inverse is :
Ψ−1A,B,C⋆ = FA⋆+C⋆Φ−1W E−1A+B
The result follows then immediately from the expression of Φ−1W in theorem 1.
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